A COMPENDIUM OF ALL THE STORIES BY
HARPENDEN STUDENTS.
14-15 years

The 2021/22 competition sponsored by The Harpenden Society
proved to be a great success with 34 entries
coming from four schools.
The King’s School; Roundwood Park School; Sir John Lawes School
and Katherine Warington School.
The judges had a difficult time deciding which students were
worthy of awards.
Now it’s your opportunity to read the stories and come to your own
conclusions.
ENJOY
THE RESULTS - 11- 13 years
FIRST PRIZE
Tell Me a Story - Jessica
Howarth
Katherine Warington School
SECOND PRIZE
Life Support - Lilly Hall
The King’s School
THIRD PRIZE
The Raven – Elisha Kyeretwie
The King’s School

THE RESULTS - 14- 15 years
FIRST PRIZE
The Darkness of a Star - Zoe
Robertson
Sir John Lawes School
SECOND PRIZE
I Can Remember - Olly Garcia
Sir John Lawes School
THIRD PRIZE
‘Untitled’ - Neomi Yearwood
Katherine Warington School

THE RESULTS - 16- 18 years
JOINT FIRST PRIZE WINERS
A Devilish Game of Uno against
Death
Ruel Shepperd
Sir John Lawes School
Joely McPhun ‘Untitled’
Sir John Lawes School

Judges comments from Oldcastle Books/No Exit Press

First Prize - Zoe Robertson ('The Darkness of a Star')
An imaginative, intriguing and beautiful piece of writing. Dark but sophisticated, and rather moving. It has clearly
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Prize Presentations
As the quality of the students work was written to
such a high standard ALL students have been
recognised with a personalised certificate.
AND a compendium of every student’s story will
soon be available on the Society web site.

Below; Roundwood Park School. Four of the seven
students awarded with personalised certificates.
Presented by Harpenden Society vice-chair Jeff
Phillips -far left; Emily Burke, English teacher; Ron
Taylor, competition organiser; and Alan Henshall,
Headteacher.

Above: Katherine Warington School. Amanda McPartlin, Deputy Head of English ;
Phil Waters, Chair The Harpenden Society; Jessica Howarth & Neomi Yearwood
competition winners; Ron Taylor, competition organiser; Tony Smith, Headteacher.

Above The King’s School. Chris Armitage, Society
Schools co-ordinator; Lilly Hall, competition winner;
Andy Reeves, Headteacher.

Above: Sir John Lawes. Zoe Robertson & Ruel Shepperd (competition winners) Phil
Waters, Chair The Harpenden Society; Ron Taylor, competition organiser;
Joely McPhun & Olly Garcia (competition winners)

Above The King’s School.; Phil Waters, Chair, The
Harpenden Society ; Elisha Kyeretwie , competition
winner; Andy Reeves, Headteacher.

The Harpenden Society have been supporters of ‘The Arts’ in primary schools across Harpenden during 2013 - 2015
with an annual competition including art, photography, writing, drama and music. After consultation with the school
heads the Harpenden Society agreed to support a new competition for the senior pupils devoted exclusively to
writing.
Full details of the society and its activities can be seen on the web site.
www.harpendensociety.org

ENTRIES FROM 14- 15 YEARS
Neomi Yearwood

Katherine Warington School

The wind whistled loudly and a pale winter sun shone low and bleak as I stepped out of my car
nervously. It had been a while since I had seen my Dad. I thought I could finally run away and
live my life elsewhere, away from him but somehow he had found a way to drag me back to this
hell. He was ill and I had felt bound to return.
The farm house stood isolated and solitary in the bare winter fields. The next house was miles
away and a scene of devastation lay before me. In the farmyard, a couple of sheep lay dead
from being left unattended for a long time, flies swarming their rotten carcasses. The house
itself held an air or being abandoned and dilapidated, I held my breath as I made my way
towards the door clutching my bags tightly. I grabbed a key from under the doormat and went
inside.
I looked around and noticed that the house was the same as the last time I saw it. It was dirty
and uncared for, sure, but otherwise the same. But it was cold - oh so cold. I heard coughing
coming from upstairs and called out to Dad that I was home. I looked up the dingy stairway,
turned to shut the door behind me and went up the stairs. The coughing seemed to get louder
and more violent and I stepped briskly towards his room. I reached out for the door handle, the
cold metal making me shiver as I turned the knob slightly. The coughing stopped and I could
make out the silhouette of a person lying under the covers, sleeping. My eyes darted around
my Dad’s room. It was dark, the curtains blocked out the weak evening light, but his bland
wallpaper was still visible. The silhouette was barely moving, only slightly every few minutes.
His breath was quiet and raspy, I closed the door quietly, not wanting to look at him anymore
and made my way back downstairs.
I decided to make myself some tea and to think. I put on the kettle and sat down on a battered
armchair, there were scratches covering the entire chair. It was very uncomfortable but it was
the only chair in the room. I guess after being alone for so many years my dad had decided to
sell the rest of the furniture. My eyes started to close as I was getting drowsy, my head leaned
backwards as I started to fall asleep. Suddenly the kettle began to shriek loudly, I shot up in
shock and quickly turned it off. I made myself some tea and tried to drink it, but I couldn’t. For
some reason every time I tried to drink the tea I felt the steam prickle my skin and when I
sipped the tea I felt nauseous and uneasy. I put the cup down on the counter and decided to
check out my old room before it got too dark to see and to get some proper rest. It was all here,
just the same as all those years ago. My bed was small and unmade. The mattress and pillows
looked dirty, frayed and threadbare, but I climbed in anyway. I tried to make myself as small as
possible to fit. The bed felt cramped and irritating. I closed my eyes and tried to sleep.
I stirred in my sleep fitfully and when I eventually woke, I heard a low growling sound outside
the room. I opened my eyes but all was black. I realised with fear that the sound was coming
closer toward me - closer toward my door. I couldn’t see. I couldn’t scream. Suddenly, the
sound of coughing interrupted the low growling sounds and they stopped. I sat up breathing
heavily. Listening intently, I got out of the bed and moved slowly and cautiously back to my
Dad’s room once more. Was he alright? Had he heard this noise? Had he felt this chill? The
sound of coughing got louder and more violent as I approached the door, but when I opened
the door, the bed was empty and all was silent. Where was he?

Silence filled the room. Moonlight peered through the curtains illuminating the room in shades
of black and white, long shadows making pools of ink-black on the wooden floorboards. I heard
a door slam shut elsewhere in the house and my heart skipped a beat. I tried to refocus my
eyes on the shadows and thought I could make out a dark figure standing by the door. I
gasped loudly and shut my eyes, I curled myself into a ball and started to cry. This damned
place! This damned man! I should not have come back. Tears rolled down my face as I could
feel the silent silhouette’s stare. I couldn’t move - I wanted to run away but I was frozen. I
stayed curled up for a long time, my hands tightly clutching my legs, pulling them in towards my
body, trying to make myself small, invisible. I waited and waited, anticipating the end, but
nothing happened. Suddenly I felt something cold and gelatinous drip onto my hand. I stared at
the dark unknown liquid before lifting my head slowly and reluctantly towards the ceiling. I was
trembling in fear, my heart surely loud enough to be heard in the next room. My breath coming
in ragged short suppressed bursts of sobbing. Crouching on the ceiling, staring right back at
me was the dark figure. The moonlight illuminated him now, displaying his emaciated sallow
skin and his prominent bones. His body looked contorted and misshapen. His teeth were
yellow and a dark liquid dripped from his mouth. There were scratches all over his pale face
and dark eye-bags under his bloodshot eyes that were fixated on me with both hunger and
sorrow. I screamed loudly as I finally laid eyes upon my diseased father.

END
The Trap by Megan Edwards The King’s School
The strike of a match.
The start of a fire.
A slow burning, forever changing flame.
Cackling.
Hissing.
Destroying.
A flaming arrow shot high in the sky, targeting a helpless heart. But not to kill.
To change someones life. For them to wallow neck deep in sadness, anxiety, pain and
misunderstanding. Depressions trap.
For them to run and hide in a claustrophobic hole. Dark and lost. For screams to be screamed
but not heard. For tears to cascade down one’s face, red swollen eyes every second of the
day. For thoughts, regrets to be stirred over and over again. For self - harm to trickle in. For
families and friendships to be torn apart, left in the dirty dust. Will. It. Ever. Stop.
Depression’s door always seems to be sealed shut but when that flaming arrow hits you, the
door swings wide open.
The brain confused, shaken and overloaded from pressure. Words. That’s how depression can
sneak in. Sly. Evil. Manipulating. Words that lead to ‘what if’s’ which leads to questioning ‘why
do I exist?’ That black hole gets smaller and smaller whenever depression fires another arrow.
Will. It. Ever. Stop.

END

Mother by Zureil Adetifa

The King’s School

Boarding school.
My parents always threatened that they would send me on a one-way ticket to boarding
school. I knew was comfortable in my home, my safe space because North-West London
was my place. My place to embrace myself and feel undeniably free – too free my parents
would say. They always described their ‘good old boarding school days’ to me. It was
where they found their ‘true identity’ and how old those days were. Now although for all
these years they have described their aged adolescence to me in immense detail I still
can’t help but feel like I'm missing pieces in the jigsaw that is and was their past. My mother
in particular confided in me that her boarding days were her glory days where every
scintillating sunrise was a new hope of that floating feeling she dearly missed. This leads
me to wonder why she would just up and leave a place she speaks so fondly of?
When my father informed me of the news, I was both shocked and hopeful. I had
I had dreamed of attending the school my mother spoke so often about since I was a little
girl, but I was in a silent state of shock as I failed to register this important news.
Later that month I found myself seated on the slick leather seats of an old-, overhead,12
carriage stream train. The whole ordeal still didn’t feel real, and I found my mind wandering
back to my previous perfect life. My LED wall lights, intricate posters and cream coloured
carpet felt miles away. The sweet smells of a hot Sunday roast swirled around my insides
became just a ghost of a memory and I found myself comparing every new thing I
encountered to the familiarity of my home. I would bolt but“Zuriel Adetifa” a stern voice sounded
As I briskly turned around, I saw with my own eyes the beauty of the infamous boarding
school. It was exquisite. The gorgeous green rolling hills hugged the stone brick school.
The sun smiled at the frosted tower windows, and I noted the apparent significance of 5
elevated elaborately inscribed clock towers. In my daze, the fact that my name had been
called slipped my mind until a well-polished soft hand harshly connected with my shoulder. I
was flabbergasted. Never in my life had I been handled with such little respect. I looked up
to examine which monstrous creature had dared to treat me in that fashion and was taken
aback by the winsome schoolgirl situation in front of me. Her aura was poised and graceful
with a chilling untrustworthiness that made me uncomfortable. She told me that I
shouldn’t keep her waiting again and that I have missed the annual welcome tour for new
students. Reluctantly, she showed me to my remarkably vast balcony adorned bedroom
and left my side quickly. From that moment I could sense the potential in this school and
couldn't wait to unleash it. There was only one way to this and although the decisionmaking side of my brain urged me not to my mind was already made up, I would be joining
the notorious student council.
All girls' schools were famed for being difficult to survive in. Whether it was the
overwhelmingly high standard of work or the unnecessary cattiness of your fellow peers
everybody collectively knew that these types of schools build character. However, I don’t
think I realised the extent of how much thicker skin and character-building my unexposed
soul needed until I entered my first Year 10 French lesson at boarding school. Most would
think that as it was only 7 am in the morning 90% of the girls would be barely awake but
they all appeared to be hurting with energy.

Although they were energetic it seemed none had taken the initiative to learn their French
adjective and connecting word before arriving at the language lesson. Nobody but me. So, I
wistfully listened to Madame Rougier drone one about connectives and conjunctions and
other preposterous French phrases that were of no significance to me- my mind with the neat
tennis courts at the bottom of the hill when I was abruptly pulled out of my sweet daydream
by the sharp distinct smell of wet Tippex. I searched the room to find the source of the
unpleasant smell and found my eyes locking with the cold as ice ones of a girl who I later
learned to be called Eloise Harrison. Madame then noticed the popular young girl's
inattention and asked her to explain an aspect of her Summer holiday in French which she
executed almost flawlessly until a sudden pause. Silence. Madame began to smirk snidely
and as if to save myself from the oncoming lecture that was lurking behind her dated
spectacles, I stared concentrating on the word ‘divertissant’. I knew she was desperately in
need of an adjective so again I focused. Divertissant. Divertissant. Divertissant
Madame looked utterly confused, Eloise remained confident and composed and I burned the
back of Eloise’s head in disbelief. It had to be magic in some way shape or form. Maybe this
is why mother always regarded her St Hilda memories with disguised secrecy. Immediately
after the lesson I rushed out of the classroom in the hope of finding Eloise but instead I was
met by a mass of schoolgirls crowding around a scene not visible to me. When the crowd
finally dispersed after what felt like long aggravating hours, I saw Eloise standing in front of a
small girl maybe a year younger than us who was backed up into a small alcove. This was
when I decided for myself Eloise wasn’t as winsome as what first meets the eye.
Things spiraled downhill from this moment. I assumed I got in her bad books for some
unknown reason as she succeeded in making my life s living hell. Everything I aspired to
achieve at St Hilda’s she destroyed. Student council? She became president and never
considered or even listened to my ideas. French? She became Madame Rougier’s star
student. The list continues...
When I worked up the courage to confront the seemingly innocent schoolgirl, she revealed to
me the unthinkable. She was my mother’s love child from her youthful days at St Hilda’s and
that explained our unusual connection. A historically maintained boarding school.
That leads me to my current depressing situation. Bound and a prisoner of my mother’s
deception. Any future previously dreamed of stripped away from my grasp in a heartbeat.
Because of Eloise Harrison.
No because of a heavily desired boarding school.

END

Solitude by Maxine Coker

The King’s School

Chaotic floods of red lights, green lights party in the mob of the racing cars, and their
thunderous clatter of beeping.
Slouched I slip through the series of swiftly zooming vehicles, my head tucked comfortably in
my shoulders, oblivious to the world around me.
Suddenly the lively bright blue light of a screen looms over me. I look up. My heart skips a beat.
I crumple. A monotonous voice drowns the rioting chaos of the London roads, beginning to read:
"28th of January, five years ago, havoc took over the streets of London as a major ca-"
I don't remember what happened next.
The lady's voice seemed to be cut off by a muffled screeching noise and a looming darkness
flooded my eyes.
Fluttering my eyes meet a blinding bash of light. My heart begins to thunder out my chest, a
painful ache plunges onto me and a blood-curdling horror screams sharply in my soul. Scanning
the cream-coloured room, sweat begins to trickle down my palms.
Through another wall, familiar yet muffled voices, pierced the silence deeply. Staggering, I rise
to my feet, trying to keep my balance in an attempt to move closer to the voices. I pause.
"You don't have to go," someone says, "I do. You know Arissa would love both of us to be there
for her graduation, even if I am ill" other replies
Arissa? I swallow. My throat becomes uncomfortably dry. The clicking of old cloggs gives me a
scary sensation of deja vu. A pair of beautiful baby blue eyes meet me in the room, curtained by
a sheet of golden hair. I stare at the woman in awe.
"Mum?"
I choke on the word, letting only a meer croak escape my lips. Eyes brimmed with tears, I
whisper her name, my hands trembling over my face. I shut my eyes expecting to wake up in
my bed. This can't be happening, can it? Can something as ludicrous as coming back from the
dead truly happen? This must be a dream. Timidly, I dare to open my eyes. An expressionless
face stared back into my soul sending shivers crawling up my spine. A slight curve appeared on
my face, as the man stepped closer towards me, and my arms wide, aching for a warm, light
hug from my dad again. Is he here?
The closer and closer he gets, the more tears began to shower down my face. Confused
whether to feel relieved, terrified, or disconsolate I let out a weak grin. Only a few seconds later
I realised he passed me before walking out the door with mum.
"Don't go!" I shout with tears bawling down my face "don-"
My glance fixates at the calendar. Instantly, all the emotions I felt that day comes running back
to me. It's my fault. They left because of me. I should have tried harder. I slump to the ground in
solitude, as all hope finally leaves me. I wrap my arms around my legs and bury my head in the
middle staring solemnly at the floor. Why did they have to leave me like this? Why cant it be
different? an explosion of anger leaves me feeling shattered, helpless, and broken. Guilt
swallows me in whole. Hugging myself reality hits me and I realize just how lonely I am. I frown.
To be able to scream and cry for help is like an itch I can't scratch because I know that even if I
do, no one will be there for me. Why? Why did everyone I ever loved have to vanish from my
life? Why cant it be me? Why couldn't help any of them?
Why do I feel so invisible?
Why am I here again on January 28, 2022?

END

Edie Trevor Sir John Lawes School

END

Alone in the end by Kale Muir Sir John Lawes School
It was close midnight in the graceful country house and not a sound could be heard. The
servants had long retired, the imposing clocks strangely not ticking and no creatures outside
made outlandish blares or shrieks to pierce the eerie serenity of the night. Even the roar of the
fire was bizarrely silenced by an unknown power, perhaps an omen that tonight was her time,
still she sat gracefully in her chair, despite her feelings of anguish. She wore a turquoise
kimono decorated intricately with gold and pink flowers with a matching coloured (but plain)
head scarf wrapped around her head. Her face was icy and withered with wrinkles and sports
decorating the saggy face. Her lips were far thinner than they had been in her youth, and her
eyes were far less cloudy as they seemed to have been swallowed up by a storm and gave the
appearance of them being more grey than blue. She had a majestic emerald pendant tightly
coiled around her neck alike a snake around its prey.

This shell of a woman was called Alexandra through her own choice in a fleeting attempt to
impress those above her in the social climate. Alexandra had chosen this path so long ago
that she had forgotten her true name, and with that name any form of happiness that she had
ever known. She may have gained a life that she dreamed of as a child, silk rugs, foreign
fashionable clothes, servants to bring her, her every heart’s desire at a single moment notice
but this ‘glamorous’ life was alike to the bejewelled pandoras box that only and spewed an
everlasting mass of horrors upon her.
And with that thought she was transported to the sweet bliss of her childhood, running among
the deep forest with her friends for hours upon ends, free, eating sweet treats of all kinds on
her mossy doorstep and gazing out at the graceful mess of her garden, with the beauty of the
sharp roses and brown of the dying brambles fighting a desperate war for survival. The though
of the autumn leaves, the reds, yellows, and oranges trembling on the branches before finally
being released through the air and kicking these leaves with a childlike glee that could not be
mimicked by Alexandra now. Even helping her father tediously on the farm… she almost
teared up. She was getting rusty. Emotions were not to be shown of a woman of class, she
must stay strong to keep up her dignity, to keep up her status as a lady.
The truth is that before she met him, and all his ambiguous money and gifts, she was happy,
she was free, free to live instead of being locked up and closed off, doomed to live a life of
sadness. The bitter winter night was still disconcertingly still, and Alexandra pathetically
clutched her pendant in fear, for her country house had never seen silence since the last time
it was brought sorrow. She gazed at the room and sank back into her tartan chair. The walls
were covered in rosy-pink coloured plates with wreathes of flowers on each of them, and a
magnificent bookshelf to her left, with each book costing more than her childhood house as
each spine was tortuously decorated and of course handwritten since an old-fashioned house
was fit for old fashioned style. A magnificent painting done in Roman style of a vineyard lay
above the pure white fireplace and the room was covered in a red carpet, complimenting the
dark brown planks of the walls and ceiling. All this wealth yet… nothing of true value to her in
that room, her house or the four-acre grounds of the place.
And again, she remembered, she might as well on her death bed since her ‘life’ was soon
coming to a close. Alexandra remembered the man who she owed all this pain to, George
Wilson her dead husband. She remembered the night they first met, dancing in a barn, the
war was just over and the whole town knew it and celebrated without a care in the world.
George had told her in the past that even though he had lost his seven brothers in the war
when his eyes were set upon her for the first time, he became transfixed on her, hence they
danced until dawn before collapsing at dawn in a laughing heap, side by side. A few months
later and they were wed, but the truth is that George only cared about her body. Ten years
passed and she changed and changed to keep him happy, to fit his perfect mould of her. She
gave birth to a beautiful baby girl named Elizabeth with crisp blue eyes and a heart that could
melt any misers heart yet only six months after the birth of her child George had an affair, and
another and another. He had no interest in his daughter or her, since George preferred to
spend his time golfing or partying with two women each in his arms. For years Alexandra
endured this as she tried to resurrect her dead marriage that made her a pawn in his game in
which he played for money and power among his privileged friends who gambled squabbled
and slept with more women each day than they had meals. She was a woman trapped in a
marriage with no power, no love, and no way out so naturally she poured her heart (and
George’s money) into fine furs from Canada and luxurious silk dresses from China.

Still Alexandra’s whole world was a daughter. She was her everything and the woman spoilt
her filthy buying Elizabeth all the clothes, jewellery, and a car for her16th birthday, which in
hindsight was the worst mistake of Alexandra’s life.
On the 4th of November 1975 tragedy struck the already crumbling family when Elizabeth
drunk drove with friends and drove the car into a nearby river, condemning them all to death.
Alexandra was struck with a monumental amount of grief that she couldn’t stop her tears.
She was struck back from the malevolent past to present day, only to find her face gushing
with salty tears and her thin lips quivering. She had to do it didn’t she. She couldn’t deal with it.
The loss of her daughter, her husband not even caring and moving back into his flamboyant
life of cocktails and parties. He deserved it! That is why almost fifty years ago on a night like
tonight death came knocking on the door of the country house as Alexandra murdered her
husband for revenge, while making it seem like a suicide from the pain of his own daughter’s
death. It was quite simple actually, she just put some poison in his tea, and he was done, the
miserable man was out of her life, and she was free. No questions were asked of her, nothing
expected of her other than to mourn for a selfish man who she had lost any compassion for
many years ago.
In a trade for the life of her husband, Alexandra barely lived at all. She drank fine drinks, ate
fine food and wore fine clothes but she was… empty. She had nothing and no one left in her
life, her family dead, any friends that she ever had cut off, she was truly alone and isolated
from an unforgiving world.
She gazed at the fire that was now merely embers. And with that last thought and that last look
she took her final breath before death itself coming to claim her life so that she could leave this
earth that was far more wicked than any hell she could have imagined.

END
I Can Remember by Olly Garcia Sir John Lawes School
It’s real interesting,
When you come crying to me,
About the kid at school,
Who hits you then laughs,
And I’m too scared to say…
I always stayed at the library after school until it closed, because the strange place I was
meant to call home was anything but. And the person I was meant to call Dad was the only
person I feared. Of course, coming home late was still coming home, and I still screamed
every night and came into school with new bruises. People had given up asking what had
happened, because they knew just as well as I did.
I remember one time a boy in school laughed at the dried blood on my nose, hot and
tenacious, tattooed over my lip. Naturally, I made sure he knew what it felt like. From that day
on I never had any enemies. Or friends. The boy didn’t come back into school, which was
frustrating. How come he was allowed to run away? My whole life I had wished I could run
away.

Soon after that incident, some strange people came to our house. There was a lady with
elegant, rose-rimmed glasses, glossy blonde hair, and a funny looking hat. She kept asking
me questions and writing stuff down on her clipboard. She kept asking me where I got my
cuts and scars from and I always said I’d tripped over on the pavement.
When Dad got back, the lady began to collect her things and head for the door. Dad’s eyes
widened and his jaw clenched. I could hear his teeth grit like gravel under foot. I had seen this
before. He yelled at her and I’m not sure why. She was a nice lady.
By the time I was ready for my first day of secondary school, it was the most excited I’d been
in a while. Nobody knew who I was, what I was like, and what had happened to me. Nobody
snitching on me to the social services, not knowing they were only hurting me more. Nobody.
Nobody at all.
But my scars thought differently. They decided to let the whole school know.
“Why are you late?”
She was stood emotionless by the whiteboard
“Sorry miss, I was…” drowning my sorrows in Dad’s alcohol stash and pretending I’m fine
with the fact that I spend my whole life in pain “…in the toilet.”
“Well, keep track of time in the future,”
“Sorry miss,” I said, limping to my seat.
I was 12 when the teachers found out. It only took two or three days before I was in this
sombre, regimented place I assumed was rehab.
There were some strange people here. I didn’t like any of them and they didn’t like me, so I
was fine, if a little lonely.
Lots of people came and went, asking me the kinds of questions a normal person wouldn’t
ask, poking and prodding my thoughts, and (like the lady with the funny hat) writing down
everything I said. I’m not sure if they were trying to help or not, but they just made me scared
and uncomfortable.
After a few months, I met a man. He was no taller than me and he had a strange but
reassuring smile. First off, he seemed like all the rest; but within about an hour I realised that,
unlike the others, he genuinely wanted to help.
Every day we would write together. He wouldn’t try to seduce me into telling him all my
traumas. He wouldn’t expect a truthful answer to every question he asked. He just wanted to
teach me poetry.
After around a month of his visits, he told me that he needed to go. He said that he had done
everything he needed to do, and now he needed to go.
I was confused and upset. I had never had anyone I could talk to, and as soon as it arrives,
it’s taken away from me? Taken away from me and turning me back into what I was.
A few weeks later, I was told I could leave. I filled out a form, saying my home life was fine
and that I was financially stable (none of which were true), and found a park bench to sleep
on for the night.

Eight years later, I woke up in a prison cell. The mess hall was as interesting as it had been the
last year and a half. Somehow it was both silent and hectic, like the sound war makes in a dead
soldier’s head. I ate.
Around half an hour later, we were patted down and led to the courtyard by two grisly guards.
On the way there, my gaze landed on a half-heartedly positioned poster peeling from the edge
of the noticeboard, which exhibited the words: ‘Poetry Club’.
The story I have just told you is hidden in my past. It is so deeply hidden that even my family
don’t know about it. I never thought I would make it to forty, let alone with a loving wife and two
children I needed more than anything. I told myself they needed me, but I knew I needed them
more. I needed to be a dad to them; I needed them to have the childhood that I missed. The
one I lost.
So when I first heard desperate scratching on my study door, accompanied by muffled sobs and
mumbled pleas, I opened the door and listened to what my son had to say.
“A boy, he keeps making fun of me everyday and hitting me and punching me and taking my
things, and I don’t like it, I want it to stop but he keeps doing it everyday and I don’t like it. No.
One day he hit me and it hurt, he says he’s hurt but I didn’t hit him so he can’t be hurt, it’s me
that hurt, he hurt me and it hurt, I want it to stop but I don’t know how…. Idontlikeit…”
I looked at his pleading eyes and said, “Don’t worry. I’m here. Tell me more.” But what I really
wanted to do was to tell him more: to be the dad I never had. I wanted to say to him…
It’s real interesting,
When you come crying to me,
About the kid at school,
Who hits you then laughs,
And I’m too scared to say:
‘Look son,
It doesn’t take much research,
To realise,
He’s got an abusive dad,
And an addicted mum,
It’s like he has to inflict pain,
To experience fun,
But he’s just doing the same,
As what his father has done,
Till real feelings begin to go numb,
Ending up on the run,
In court by 12,
Behind bars by 21.
Just ignore him,
He’s trying to wind you up.’

Before my son had entered the room, I had been staring at an envelope. I knew who it was
from. The person who made me have nightmares. The person who made me scared to come
home from school. The person I was meant to love. It was a short letter. No more than twenty
words. But it confused me.
Can we meet up some time soon? I want to talk to you.
From, Your Dad.

END
The darkness of a star by Zoe Robertson Sir John Lawes School
Night covered the city, a comforting blanket protecting the people until the sun rose once
again. Darkness was considered a thing of terror by many, as it stole sight and replaced it with
nothingness. It conquered light, and therefore must be bad - in our minds, light is the hero of
our story, and dark is the villain. Indeed, light allows us to see, but it allows us to see
everything. Light lets us see the monsters we fear and induces terror. Dark, however, cares for
us - it hides the evil, and doesn’t let it scare us. Yet somehow, dark is always the evildoer in our
bedtime stories.
The night consisted of millions of stars, scattered across the sky, watching our every move.
Stars were assigned to humanity, to observe and learn, to see how the life of a human worked.
Everything in our lives - tears spilled over a film, laughs shared over a gift, anger let loose over
an inconvenience - was seen by the stars. They watched in the day, given the sun’s help, and
cast their own light at night, to carry on the show. They smiled at our happiness, frowned at our
ignorance, and sighed at our innocence. However, stars lived by one rule - they could not be
plagued by our sadness.
Stars were powerful beings, and a single tear from them could drown a planet or flood a solar
system. They learned to suppress their sorrow and hide it deep within them.
Tonight, a girl of just seventeen years, was standing atop a skyscraper in London,
a city on Earth. Cool wind whipped through her hair as she stood on the edge, the looming city
waiting peacefully: silence danced through the air, catching each sound and stopping it from
affecting the crisp quiet. The girl looked down, a numb expression etched on her face - she was
used to the feeling. This girl had lost many things in her life. It started with her family, her
friends, and her happiness, and ended with herself.
Tears fell from her dark eyes, dropping down her cheeks, attempting to climb back into her
sockets and pretend like everything was fine. They failed, of course, and dripped onto the
building. The girl looked up at her watchers and gave a sad smile.
“I’ve lost everything,” she whispered, her voice trembling, “I have nothing left. Nothing.” The
stars looked back down at her; their expressions began to fill with sorrow. “What am I living?
Because if this is life, why is it so loved?” Her voice began to control itself, and she started to
shout at the sky. “You just watched! You watched all of this happen, and you did nothing to stop
it! They call you protectors, people worship you! All you do is laugh at us from your high and
mighty thrones, relishing in the pain we feel. You do nothing to help.”

The stars felt sorrow, but not the kind they had ever felt before. This feeling was suffocating
them, stopping their breathing and clogging their chests. They couldn’t push it down - this
wasn’t the usual sorrow they had learned to suppress. This was the sorrow they realised that
so many of the people that they were watching were feeling. This was what the girl was
feeling. And her blame deepened the knife in their hearts, making the pain almost too much to
take.
“I’m sorry I didn’t entertain you,” she chuckled softly, “I’m sorry I wasn’t the perfect human for
you to watch.” She stepped closer to the edge, and the stars held their breaths, their eyes
tearing up. They could watch, and flood a galaxy, or they could abandon this girl again, and
walk away. “Well, everyone loves an exciting ending. So, you can watch this.” They watched
her give one last look up to the sky, and then watched her step off the edge. They watched
her begin to fall, her body illuminated by the starry glow.
But they turned away, plunging the galaxy into blackness, not allowing their tears to fall - yet
they left her to fall in the dark, and die knowing they had not chosen her, and left when she
needed them most.

END
Fugitive From High Places by Torin Hillcoat Sir John Lawes School
The hour is late. I crash through the undergrowth, thorns and branches ripping at my
elaborately tailored suit, freshly polished shoes splattering the mud. The golden threads and
blue floral patterns were made for attending grandiose balls and gorging myself at gluttonous
feasts, not running from the king’s guards. The ones I can hear running after me, the clatter of
their plate and jingle of their mail continuously reminding me of their pursuit. They’re gaining
on me – the years of fine cakes and rich roasts have not been kind to my cardio.
I must find a place to hide, at once. Soon I would be within the guards’ sight, at which point
there would be no hope for survival left. I survey my surroundings and find little; trees,
puddles, a few bushes that might be big enough. At which I look up and a little to the left, at
the ridge which walls this forest in. Little but rocks and a few stray goats – then a cave. I run
as fast as I can towards this safe haven with what little breath I have.
The cave is less than half the size of my bedchambers, but beggars cannot be choosers. I
head to the back, quickly pushing a few rocks into a pile to try and give me extra cover. I
crouch down, trying unsuccessfully to control my laboured building. I can hear the guards
below – running past. Some success, at last. I close my eyes and nod to myself, celebrating
my first victory of the day. Now I just need to wait here for a few minutes, at which point“Sergeant? There’s somebody here!”
One of the guards has found me, the dim light coming from his flaming torch revealing my
hastily constructed hiding spot. But in that same light, I recognise him. And by the shocked
expression on his face, I can tell recognises me. Not as the rebellious noble he’s been
quested with arresting, but with the same recognition one might give to an old friend not seen
in many years. I dredge my mind for where I remember that face from, and in my mind, I am
brought back to the Giving Day of the year 612.

The giving day… The grand festivals and kingdom-wide celebrations of my old life seem far
from this damp, draughty cave. The day on which all who have plenty are commanded by the
divine to take in a beggar in and feed them to their belly’s content. On such a day I took in a
skinny fellow from the street, who asked me for a few coppers to feed himself for the day, but I
would give him much more than that. The custom is to only keep around the beggar for a few
hours, perhaps even overnight, but the man was polite, his comedic timing was excellent, and
he had a sort of subtle charm to his speech, uncommon for one of lowly status. So, I kept him
around for a few weeks, until he had reached a healthy weight and had been taught proper
table etiquette. We parted ways, and of what happened to him I did not know, until now.
“Well, who is it?”
The sergeant’s reply snaps me back to the present. The guard is still standing in the mouth of
the cave, still with the same shocked expression. I can tell he’s unsure if he should follow
through with his report. Should I be arrested, he would be well rewarded with money, perhaps
even a plot of land from the king. But when we had conversed previously, he had seemed to
me like a man of strong moral integrity. But morals and ideals pale in comparison to cold, hard
gold. He straightens his face. The verdict comes soon. He gives me a single nod and turns
around.
“Just some vagabond. Not the rebel we’re looking for.”
With that, he treads out the cave. The sergeant gives him a new order, and I let out a massive,
but hushed, sigh of relief. I slump over against the cold rock and begin to dream. Dream of
simpler times… Like my childhood, and my many visits to foreign lands. And dream of a time
my brother didn’t want me dead.

END

